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Housing self service utulsa

As the automatic part gates, you step into your familiar old airport. Except it is not familiar at all. Gone are the ticket clerk, luggage handle, and other airline personnel you've depended on finding you with your luggage at your destination. You walk up to a kiosk and check in for your flight by lifting your cell phone to a laser, then drop your uppercase into a chute, and proceed to safety. You're ready to fly and
it was only three minutes, but you haven't interacted with a soul. The highest fictional scenario could become reality if the proposals for Amsterdam's Schiphol Airport Fence come to fruition. According to an article in the Los Angeles Times (registration required), the installous airport concept was the big buzz among 300 airlines and airport officials who gathered for a two-day conference, called Check-in
2007, in Las Vegas. Other notable ideas at the conference include a common check area for all aircraft carrier and luggage equipped with a small transponder transponder radio resembling a mailing voucher that could read several feet away, enabling the luggage to be followed more accurately. While there's no doubt new technologies could streamline the air travel experience, the totally self-service airport
brings up a number of problems, similar to those raised by the introduction of rental robots in Hertz. For one, if there's no one around helping when cars are breaking down, what do you do? I've had plenty of success with supermarket self-pickup lines, and don't even get me started on the voice-recognition software many companies now use to respond to customer phone calls. And are airline officials
really interested in improving the customer experience, or is the prospects of cutting labor costs really behind this airport automated push? I would argue that the current high levels of dissatisfaction travelers do not result in airport staff being inefficient, but most likely due to an outdated air-traffic control system and poor airline policy for handling delays. Let's hope that the future brings more customer care,
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earn a commission. Swipe left to report a pole. Swipe the right to social services. (Illustration: Andres Moncayo) In September, the Philadelphia Police Department posted a surveillance video of a hate crime in its YouTube channel. Shortly afterwards, a handful of civic-minded social media neglected to follow the suspects -- connect the video with Twitter photos and Facebook check-ins — and contacted the
police. After investigating their conduct, the detectives on the case thanked them with a tweet. Since 2008, the city police have explored social media as a new avenue to protect and serve. Reaching more than 60,000 people with the push of a button, and updates including everything from the digital age — wanted to post to the pilot test of body cameras, @PhillyPolice Twitter feed and its YouTube channel
have become increasingly important tools for connecting with the protected department people. The benefits of having authentic voices engaged in public conversations outside the threat of social media, says Susan Crawford, actually a visiting professor at Harvard Law School. Crawford also recently co-authors the city answers: Engaging communities through Data-Smart Governance, and arguing that
effective Twitter usage is one way government can display their work and get infiltrated feedback. Up to 75 percent of the population live in cities by 2050, so finding new ways to make city governments respond and accountability will become even more important with time. Cities are at the heart of citizen-center services, says Charles Prow, general manager of the World Government Team at IBM. That
makes them better-positioned to use civic technology to invigoate democracy and boost the social fabric between the people and public servants, says Crawford. Social networking is just one of the most visible ways that technology will change the way that citizens and governments can interact and communicate. Big cities like New York and Chicago have embraced the idea that, like many businesses and
industries, they can better function as data-driven enterprises. But having direct access to feedback citizenship has its own struggles. The greatest challenge is waving the need to be answered—actually listening to citizens and acting to address their needs—without being overwhelming. There will always be more complaints than police, more pools than construction crews. One way cities can make time for
communications is to provide automated services that citizens can access directly. Enabling, recording, service requests---pile of government work is informational in nature, and historically requires a lot of paper. But these days, when we can do almost anything in our smartphones, government-bound processes are increasingly seeing that too slow and expensive. Governments realize that expecting
citizens has changed fundamentally, says Prow, and what citizens want digital and government services anytime and anywhere. Government self-service services is not only convenient -- it's more efficient, saving time for employees and lowering costs for the taxpayer ultimately, says Crawford, the more digital tools to make it easier to communicate with the government, the most trusted citizens will have
to the government provide relevant public services. The way that technology changes the nature of an interaction has the power to also change the perception of it. When Chicago launched its Open311 mobile app, in many ways it an extension of the city's existing services. But because users were encouraged to submit photos of things they reported, it changed the way they felt about the service. People
are more used to posting to Facebook or Instagram than call lines, and, when similar programs across the country were surveying, users said the app made them feel like they helped, not just complaining. Said Crawford, the essence of the agency he creates is formidable. In turn, pictures made it easier for employees to determine the gravity of the problem. As an added benefit, because most pictures are
geo-encoded with detailed location information, crews work to know exactly where the problem is and can be answered more quickly. Mobile apps on a cloud infrastructure are a great opportunity to put information from citizens and make real citizens real partners in doing the government work better, says Prow. . K: We hear more and more about how governments need to do more to adapt to technology
today. Can the approach discuss it in takes? Government realizes that expecting citizens has changed fundamentally. Thus, it's not good enough for the government to be able to provide the very long sugar capacity in system application programs---fore years to upgrade services or make it easier to access employment programs, earlier programs, programs for the seniors, programs for disabled people.
When I think about citizen requests for faster and easier access to the government, I think about what I call commitment systems. Social and mobile applications are fundamentally --- and for the better -- transform how citizens and governments can communicate. For example, iPad applications that allow workers to work more directly with customers, besides their office, allowing them to be more efficient
and efficient in dealing with individual citizens. And in the United States itself has about 700,000 workers. Recent science industries have indicated that workers spend more than 50 percent of their time on activities related to direct customer engagement. So there is a bigger opportunity to improve the lives of millions of people by allowing workers to focus more of their time on helping their citizens. . Q:
How do these systems of engagement help? As jurisdictions begin to provide mobile applications to do things that citizens use to have to wait in line for or do by mail, it does two things. It gives citizens immediate access to whatever particular programs or services they're looking for and it really eliminates a lot of cost and employment within the jurisdiction -- whether it's a city, a count, a municipality -- that
they're currently not having to provide manually. K: Can you provide a couple examples on how this happens? We're starting to see some results---to be able to prove analytics, via social media and social media--- that there are steps that can be taken by governments to keep people employed once they get a job and keep them off unemployment list. Then there are examples of cities who want to take up
311 programs, which provide a broad range of information about and access to government services---out of shelters without their homes in trash pickup--- and put it on a mobile application. It is interesting to see many happening in this area of cities around the world and we can expect this trend to accelerate in the future.K: And how far together are we reaching this future? Are government officials buying
into these ideas? Each about 18 months or so we organize a forum on social programs. I remember that in the latest program, there has been great debate about the law and efficiency system of engagement – social and mobile applications for mobile quality. In the most recent forum, which took place recently, the conversation moved completely with the focus of participants being on how can we make
mobile and social faster? If you listen to government officials who are responsible for serving citizens through these programs, they way past this voluntary intellectual conversation or won't happen. Citizens are demanding new ways to engage government and officials to see that mobile and social offers powerful new tools for citizens—and employees—who will improve the government's ability to serve the
people. Now it's all about how fast will it happen and how we can make sure we do it in a safer way. Using social technologies can even improve face-to-face interactions. Prow notes that throughout the country, there are nearly 700,000 workers communicating with constituencies, but they are a limited resource. That creates a bottle of how we serve citizens, Prow says, and it's amazing to see the
engagement improved when (case workers) have access to social analytics. For example, workers in work programs can use social network data to detect warning signs that indicate a swipe back towards unemployment, and then work actively to prevent that. In Manchester, England, a working programme with troubled teenagers found that just a few influencers were responsible for dragging down a
bunch of friends. By focusing solely on these few, workers produced better results --- and could work with more efficiency. And as more digital servicing goes, it will also be important to make sure that all citizens have their devices, cloud-connectivity, and digital literacy to be able to take advantage of them. For the citizens of the borough in June, Spain, which means all residents need a Twitter account.
That's because the city fully embraced Twitter as a communications platform, and tweets can do a lot more than express an opinion. Even conference rooms in Alabama Hall have their own Twitter account: Anyone in town can send a direct message to reserve a room, and a second direct message even unlock their door. To make the system accessible, though, the city had to make sure everyone had a
unique digital ID and Twitter touch. As today's cities are responsible for providing their own and electricity, says Crawford, it will be important for future cities to provide ubiquitous, cheap, and well understood digital tools. it's real power in social media, however, is that because it's designed to be used with others, it's naturally human. It remains unturned----real or seen—to work together, offering a new way
to solve problems, as collaboration between the Philadelfi police and a handful of citizens proved earlier this year. And more than technology gives government employees and citizens a way to rapidly and effectively solve problems together, less than the government looks like an abstract entity. Crawford hopes that eventually using these technologies will bring citizens and governments closer together,
break barriers between civil servants and constituencies, and use of a new transparency—and collaboration—for civic engagement. The alternative, he says, is a retired government behind invisible great walls.
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